
 

Radios Protocol 
ACCURACY                                    BREVITY                                    CLARITY 

These are particularly important during an emergency. Take a few seconds to compose yourself. 
 
Radio Etiquette 
1. Listen – Make sure that there is no-one else transmitting before you start 
2. Try not to use personal names when using the radio, e.g. ask for the Starter rather than Fred Bloggs, 

start with: - 

 (their position) (their position) this is (your position).........                         or 
Hello (their position) this is (your position)......... 
Then carry on with your message and at the end of your message use: 

OVER - for I require a reply/response 

OUT - for I don't require a reply/response 
3. When responding to a call, answer:- 

(your position) and then give your response 

ROGER - I have received the message and understood it. 

SAY AGAIN - I did not catch all of the message, please repeat it 

WAIT - I must pause a few seconds 

WAIT OUT - I must pause for longer and will call you when ready 
4. Remember, think about what you are going to say before you speak into the radio and keep it brief! 

 
Addressing all points 

Don’t wait for a response and don’t say ‘OVER’! 
“All points, all points this is Start, last crew has started – OUT” 

Warn other points if the message is complicated or they need to prepare 
“All Points, all points this is control, race result updates following in 30 – OUT” 

 
Safety 
Safety messages are the most important. If there is an incident happening, then do not use the radio until the 
problem has been resolved.  
New advice from the National Umpires Commission. If there is an emergency and you need radio silence then 
you should precede your message with “PAN-PAN, PAN-PAN”. This is the international proword for there is 
an emergency, which is not life threating. 
On hearing this everyone should: 
 Maintain radio silence while the incident is dealt with. 
  Pay attention in case they are required to assist. 
When the incident is over the station who broadcast the warning should send a message clearing it. 

If the problem requires the racing to be stopped, then say “PAN-PAN, PAN-PAN, STOP RACING, STOP 
RACING” followed by the problem (eg sculler capsized under the bridge). The local safety procedures 
will give you the steps required at that event. 

 
 



 
Start Information for Umpires on the course 
These messages need to be kept short, whilst passing enough information. The organisers at the start need to 
be aware of umpire messages and not just transmit when they want to. 
 

Next Race on the start is Race **** Event **** between ***** and ***** 
 
e.g. Next Race on the start is Race 35, Open IM3 4+ between 121 Gloucester and 123 Ross 
 
The order of crews must be consistent with the regatta’s numbering (normally lowest first).  
 
 
Warnings 
There is no need to wait for a response when passing warnings on. Just give your position, followed by the 
warnings & responses.  
 

Umpire 1, Crew 23, Worcester B warned twice for steering and finally responded 
 
Disqualifications 
Sort the crews out first and inform them of your decision and how you want them to return to the landing 
stages. Then contact the Co-coordinating Umpire, making sure that he is listening before giving the decision 
and a brief reason.  
 

Umpire 1, Crew 23, Worcester B, disqualified for foul in Crew 22’s, Gloucester, water. 
Crews returning to the finish. OUT 

 
Reporting to the co-ordinating umpire 
When you are talking to the co-ordinating umpire, keep your information brief and to the point. Remember 
often the co-ordinating umpire is in a public area and the crews may hear your decision and view on the 
matter. 
 

The decision of the Umpire is final, so make a decision. 
 


